Conservationists Course 3

Start at Point 3

Go 179 degrees for 47 feet

Go 107 degrees for 167 feet

Go 312 degrees for 330 feet

Go 163 degrees for 343 feet

Go 104 degrees for 315 feet

Go 296 degrees for 256 feet

Go 300 degrees for 252 feet

Go 70 degrees for 140 feet

Decoder:
W=H  L=B
P=D   Z=R
E=P   T=O
M=C   V=N
K=A   Z=E
X=R   A=S

Unscramble and fill in the mystery word

Mystery Word: ___ A ___ ___ ___ L

C ___ ___ ___ O ___

Remember- Put Red in the Shed and follow Fred